Electronic decision support in general practice
What’s the hold up?
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BACKGROUND The uptake of computers in Australian general practice has been for administrative use and prescribing, but the development of electronic decision support (EDS) has been particularly slow. Therefore, computers are not being used to their full potential in assisting general practitioners to care for their patients.

OBJECTIVE This article examines current barriers to EDS in general practice and possible strategies to increase its uptake.

DISCUSSION Barriers to the uptake of EDS include a lack of a business case, shifting of costs for data collection and management to the clinician, uncertainty about the optimal level of decision support, lack of technical and semantic standards, and resistance to EDS use by the time conscious GP. There is a need for a more strategic and attractive incentives program, greater national coordination, and more effective collaboration between government, the computer industry and the medical profession if current inertia is to be overcome.

The increasing use of computers in Australian general practice in the past decade has prompted widespread interest in their use to support clinical decision making, especially as there is increasing evidence that computers may improve patient care and health outcomes. Unfortunately, interest has not been accompanied by a commensurate uptake of electronic decision support (EDS) even though there have been recent attempts to address this from both clinician and patient perspectives. However, the range of expectations of EDS makes it difficult to pin down what it is, let alone trying to develop, implement and evaluate it.

What is EDS?
The National Electronic Decision Support Taskforce (NEDST) defined EDS as ‘access to knowledge stored electronically to aid patients, carers and service providers in making decisions on health care’. It encompasses a more traditional definition of the EDS system that ‘compares patient characteristics with a knowledge base and then guides users by offering patient specific and situation specific advice’. The NEDST definition encompasses a range of EDS systems based on the complex level of the underlying technology. These range from the use of simple knowledge databases such as electronic drug compendia through inference engines to complex decision making tools using artificial intelligence techniques. The Victorian Clinicians Health Channel, which allows medical practitioners to browse electronic databases, is an example of a ‘simple’ EDS, while the United Kingdom based PRODIGY (Prescribing rationally with Decision support In General practice study) which provides management advice upon entry of a diagnosis, is a ‘complex’ EDS. We prefer a more functional which classification which distinguishes between:

• the simple management of information, eg. the internet medication record being developed as part of the commonwealth funded MediConnect project
• opportunistic focussing of the clinician’s attention, eg. prompts and reminders, and
• more complex consultation advice which may be opportunistic (eg. a
warning that a patient should not be prescribed a beta blocker because of asthma) or reflective (eg. a clinical audit of all patients with asthma who are not on inhaled steroids) (Table 1).

**EDS – what’s the hold up?**

**The NPS studies**

The limits of EDS and the required change that comes with its adoption must be recognised. The presence of decision support on the desktop does not mean it will be used. A qualitative study by the National Prescribing Service (NPS) showed that GPs do not find it easy to agree on something as apparently straightforward as warnings for drug–drug interactions. Too much detail and some general practitioners will, over time, ignore the warnings; too little detail means safety issues may not be adequately addressed, exposing GPs and their patients to increased risk.

The NPS tested a number of prescribing systems for drug–drug interaction prompts using standardised case scenarios. They found large variations in whether prompts were offered as well as the nature of the prompts raising concerns about standards and benchmarks for quality and safety in EDS programs. The laissez faire approach to EDS places the clinician who uses it at risk. Stakeholders in EDS must include medical defence organisations as well as government, professional bodies, health informatics professionals, clinicians, patients and carers. We need a process for engaging and supporting vendors in developing modular software and for monitoring the safety and quality of these systems. We also need an explicit policy that addresses intellectual property issues while dealing with market realities.

**The 2002 GPCG EDS workshop**

At the General Practice Computing Group (GPCG) 2002 Annual Forum, 67 out of 100 delegates participated in four 90 minute EDS workshops. The participants comprised three main groups in almost equal proportions: GPs, staff from divisions of general practice, and a group comprising government employees and consumers. They were mostly men (60%), from metropolitan regions (70%), aged less than 50 years (84%) and knew ‘a little bit’ about EDS (66%). The concerns and issues raised by this sample are similar to those expressed in previous EDS conferences and the NEDST report. In addition, the following themes also emerged:

- the need to clarify what EDS means in general practice
- difficulty in pinning down who is responsible for the quality and safety of EDS
- the need for interoperability standards
- the need for accurate patient data
- resistance to EDS in general practice, and
- lack of national coordination.

This reflected a maturing perception of EDS over the years.

**Interoperability**

‘Interoperability’ refers to the ability to share clinical information between different software applications and databases. For example, in the absence of pathology messaging standards and a standard terminology to describe pathology tests, desktop software cannot directly import test results from electronic laboratory reports, thus requiring highly inefficient manual data entry. Such systems are unlikely to be widely used. This process of ensuring semantic, syntactic and technical standards needs to be driven forward, but it is currently unclear whether leadership

---

**Table 1. Types of electronic decision support**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complexity of decision support technology</th>
<th>Example (opportunistic)</th>
<th>Example (reflective)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>A medication record or therapeutic guideline</td>
<td>List of patients on benzodiazepines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base level (information management)</td>
<td>Alerts about abnormal pathology results</td>
<td>List of patients with abnormal PAP smears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Prompts about potential drug–drug interaction</td>
<td>Self paced tutorial on management of hypertension in diabetics triggered by presence of patients with diabetes and systolic BP &gt;130 mmHg in the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of range prompts</td>
<td>Automated prompts and advice on patient and situation specific management of asthma</td>
<td>Clinical audit of patients with asthma, cross tabulated with comprehensiveness of asthma action plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductive inference engines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence techniques</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
will come from government, professional bodies or the computer industry. It is also unclear who should pay for this.

**Data entry issues**

Electronic decision support requires data that must be accurate, comprehensive and uniquely linked to patient demographics. A unique patient identifier system and a structured dataset within the context of an overarching information model are needed. Organisational standards and benchmarks for data quality (and security) must be developed, implemented and evaluated. Prompts for drug-disease interactions require the GP to enter the appropriate drug and disease history for each patient. Data entry requires time, keyboard skills and familiarity with software. This highlights the importance of software and system design to improve flexibility and reduce technical inefficiencies and disruption of workflow.

**A national approach**

The lack of a national approach has led to a lack of agreement on issues such as interoperability standards and rules on intellectual property. The NEDST report noted but did not address the intellectual property issue. Should the government own and maintain databases such as a national formulary (eg. the Australian Medicines Handbook) and make it freely available? How may the owners of existing resources such as the Therapeutic Guidelines be meaningfully engaged in EDS development? Should it be mandatory that all systems meet the prevailing interoperability standards, eg. across the hospital–GP interface? How do we collectively address the issue of legacy systems, especially large hospital systems? Can we mandate the use of a standards based messaging system? Should there be a national training and support program for EDS implemented through divisions, and should there be an EDS research and development program? Once again, if the answers are affirmative, who should pay? So is there a way forward?

**EDS — the way forward?**

A business case must be made for EDS and an appropriate incentives package developed to compensate GPs for the workload involved in entering good quality data. While the evidence for effectiveness of EDS to date is patchy, there is enough to suggest that the potential for quality and safety may yet be realised, especially if the evaluation methodologies adopted are appropriate, allowing the intervention to ‘settle in’ before undertaking summative evaluations.20

At the user interface, uptake will be promoted by the availability of user friendly software systems that are useful to the clinician, patient and carer. These applications and systems must be robust and provide timely responses, support privacy and security, support quality and safety. integrate with workflow, allow interoperability and seamless information transfer and provide flexible decision support. The databases of computerised guidelines that underpin EDS systems must be independent of the desktop software, eg. prescribing systems. This independence will allow electronic guidelines to be developed and maintained by credible learned bodies while desktop software developers can focus on making their systems easy to use and supportive of the clinical workflow. This modular approach requires an overarching information model, interoperability standards and a common terminology to ensure that the various modules can communicate in a standard and consistent manner.

Organisational support and effective change management is critical. A nationally coordinated training and support program is essential. Capacity and expertise is required at two levels: 1) specialist health informatics professionals who do the ‘research and development’ and provide support, and 2) capable users of the technology.

A nationally coordinated approach is essential16 to facilitate the development and implementation of interoperability standards, a unique patient identifier and a common reference terminology. Software accreditation is an important mechanism to ensure the safety and quality of EDS. It will require a partnership of government, the profession, software industry and consumers to enable the delivery of safe and effective EDS. The rules for this partnership must be developed as a matter of urgency.

Research and evaluation must be conducted to understand the context in which the EDS may operate effectively and safely, eg. the amount and type of information available and integration of other nonelectronic decision support mechanisms and information sources. However, the methodology must be relevant and appropriate.

A more comprehensive use of computers for clinical information management, over and above electronic prescribing, will require training, education and advocacy.7,14,21 Good software, incentives, accreditation, training and informed patients are the main strategies to encourage a culture where clinicians will value their data for clinical decision making. We

---

**Table 2. Strategies to increase the uptake of EDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies to increase the uptake of EDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Nationally coordinated research and development on EDS standards, knowledge bases and systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Coherent government policy and strategy to engage the software industry and profession in EDS development and use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Involvement of representative bodies (government, professional, IT industry and consumer) to develop multifaceted and flexible strategies for GP engagement in EDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advocacy, training and support for GP uptake of EDS, based on behaviour change strategies of known effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nationally coordinated capacity building programs to train health informatics professionals to develop, implement, support and evaluate informatics programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
need to bite the bullet on EDS (Table 2).
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